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1. INTRODUCTION 
At the Oberwolfach meeting on Finite Geometries in 1973 J. ANDRE 
(cf. also [l], [2], [S]) ’ t d m ro uced the concept of nearafine plane. In this 
paper we describe a general construction method for such planes for all 
odd orders > 5. A nearaffine plane is an incidence structure consisting 
of a nonvoid set V of elements called points, a set L of subsets of P 
called lines, an operation called join mapping the ordered pairs (x, y) of 
different points surjectively on the set of lines (the join of x and y is 
denoted by x u y) and finally a binary equivalence relation called paral- 
lelism on L x L (I parallel to m is denoted by Zllm). The join is not com- 
mutative. However, the axioms are chosen in a natural way such that 
removing this restriction yields an affine plane. We list the axioms in 
3 groups: 
Axioms on lines: 
Ll: VZE17 bTyPV\IZ) [x, y E x u yl, 
IJ2: vzcv Vl/~Y\(Z] ~SCV\{O) [z E x u y\{x} -5 x u y=x u 21, 
L3: v,,, ~l/PY\(Z) brzeJq(3C) [x u y=y u x=x u z 3x u x=z u x]. 
The point x is called a base point of the line x u y. 
PROPOSITION 1. The following three statements are equivalent: 
i) x U y has a base point different from x, 
ii) each point of x u y is a base point of x u y, 
iii) x U y=y U x. 
PROOF. (i) =+ (iii): Suppose x u y=u u z with xfu. Then UEX U y 
(Ll) and since u # x we have x U y =x U V, (L2). Interchanging the role 
of x u y and u u z we find u u z =u u x and therefore x u u = x U y = 
= u u x =u u x. From L3 it now follows that x u y= y u x. 
(iii) + (ii) : Suppose x E x u y= y u x. If z =x then it is trivial that z 
is a base point; if zfx then x u y=x u z (L2) and hence x U z=z U x 
(L3), i.e. z is a base point of x u y . 
(ii) =+ (i): trivial. cl 
By Proposition 1 we can make the following definition. 
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DEFINITION. A line x v y is called a straight line if and only if x u y = 
= y u x. The set of straight lines is denoted by R, the lines of L/R are 
called proper lines. 
Axioms on parallelism : 
I?1 : BZOL 83CEV 3!Z’EL 3YCV [l’=x u y, l//l’], 
P2: FE,V ~llEV\cd Ex u Y//Y u Xl? 
P3: TZPL v&z [(l//r) - I E RI. 
Axioms on richness: 
Rl: 3r,,a 3yR [-T (n/rz)], 
R2: V-M V,.~R [T (r/Z) ==+ Ir n II = 11. 
The following propositions are easy to see. For the sake of completeness 
we state them with proof. 
PROPOSITION 2. 
v ~vcV\{d XCV Ksv\~2) [(x u y z x u 2) =+ (X u y) n (X u 2) = {x}], 
i.e. two distinct lines with the same base point have no other point in 
common. 
PROOF. Suppose u E (x u y) n (x u x)\{x}. Applying axiom L2 twice 
yields xuu=xuy and XUU=XUZ. q 
PROPOSITION 3. Two distinct straight lines intersect in one point 
unless they are parallel in which case they are disjoint. 
PROOF. Let 1, m E R with 1 #m. If 1 is not parallel to m then II n ml = 1 
by axiom R2. If E//m then /I n ml =0 because x E 1 n m would be a base 
point of both 1 and m (by proposition 1) and we would have two different 
lines 1 and m with the same base point x parallel to m. Thus contra- 
dicting P 1. 0 
PROPOSITION 4. Two parallel proper lines which have their base points 
on one straight line are disjoint or identical. 
PROOF. Let 1 E R and x, u E 1. If x u y and u u x are two proper lines 
withx~y//u~xthenx~y=u~zifx=u(byPl).Ifx#uthenxuyn 
n u u x=P). Suppose on the contrary that v E x u y n u u x. Then 
v u x/x u v=x u y/u u z=u u v/v u u which means that v u X=VU u 
and so v u x has the two points x and u in common with 1 which contra- 
dicts R2. 0 
2. PROPERTIES OF NEARAFFINE PLANES 
In this section we state and prove a number of properties of nearaffine 
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planes which we shall need later on. Some of them were also given by 
And&. 
THEOREM 1. VZPL ~z’EL[Ill= ll’ll. 
PROOF. By axiom Rl there are at least two equivalence classes 61 
and Ca of parallel straight lines. Since by R2 each line I not in Ca (i= 1, 2) 
meets each line in CZ exactly once and since by axiom Pl this exhausts 
the points of 1 the theorem is proved. 0 
The number of points on a line, which by the proof of theorem 1 equals 
the number of parallel straight lines in one equivalence class, is denoted 
by n and called the order of the nearaffine plane. 
THEOREM 2. / V/ =G. 
PROOF. The straight lines in the two parallel classes Ci and Ca men- 
tioned in the proof of theorem 1 have na intersection points and by Pl 
there can be no other points in 8. cl 
THEOREM 3. There are exactly n + 1 lines with a given base point. 
PROOF. Let z E V and let E be the number of lines with x as base 
point. Every point y#x is on a line which has x as base point (namely 
x u y). From proposition 2, theorem 1 and theorem 2 it follows that 
ns=jVl=k(n-l)+l and hence k=n+l. 0 
DEFINITION. We denote by sf 1 the number of equivalence classes 
of parallel straight lines. By Rl we have s> 1. Clearly every point is on 
s+l straight lines and IR/=n(s+l). 
THEOREM 4. There are nz(n-s) proper lines in L 
PROOF. By theorem 3 there are n--s proper lines with a given base 
point. The base point of a proper line is unique. The result follows from 
theorem 2. 0 
DEFINITION. BY G, Y) (X#Y) we denote the number of lines through 
x and y. 
THEOREM 5. If A(x, y) = k for all pairs {x, y} which are not on a straight 
line, then k=n. 
PROOF. Clearly we have 
On the other hand for each x E ‘CT we find from the definition of s, n and 
k Y) 
2 n(x,y)=(s+l)(n-l)+k{na-(8+1)(%-1)-l}. 
da: 
The result then follows by substitution and application of theorem 4. 0 
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THEOREM 6. If 1(x, y) # 1 then A(%, y) = I(2 E vlx u z//y U 2) U (X9 y>I. 
PROOF. 
(i) If x u z//y u z then z u x//z U y, i.e. x and y are on x u x (by axiom 
Pl). Furthermore x and y are on x u y and y u x. 
(ii) Let 1 be a proper line containing x and y. If the base point z of 1 
is not x or y then x u z/y u x and the only other proper lines con- 
taining x and y are x u y and y u x. 0 
THEOREM 7. For every nearaffine plane of order n with s-i- 1 parallel 
classes of straight lines we have sun- 4. 
PROOF. Suppose 2(x, y) # 1, i.e. x u y is a proper line. There are 
(n- l)(a + 1) points -f.z on the straight lines which contain x (2=x, y). 
The number of intersection points of the straight lines through x and the 
straight lines through y equals s(s+ 1). Hence 
points are available for the proper lines containing both x and y. If 
s=n-1 or s=n-2 we have n points available for XV y and y u x. 
Hence x u y = y u x by theorem 1, which is a contradiction. Now suppose 
that s =n- 3. Then there are n + 2 points available for the proper lines 
containing x and y. Furthermore we assert that two proper lines can 
have at most n- 2 points in common. If 1 and m are proper lines and a 
is the only point of I not on m, b the only point of m not on I, then we 
can select a parallel class of straight lines not parallel to a u b. The 
straight lines from this parallel class through the n - 1 point which 1 
and m have in common give n- 1 intersection points with a u b all 
different from a and b, hence la u bl> n + 1, a contradiction. It is now 
not difficult anymore to see that there are at most [n/2] proper lines 
containing x and y. On the other hand we can adapt the proof of 
theorem 5 and show that the average of 1(x, y) where (x, y) runs through 
all the point-pairs with 1(x, y)# 1 equals n i.e. there has to be at least 
one (x, y) with 1(x, y) >n which is a contradiction. q 
3. A CONSTRUCTION METHOD 
For a construction of nearaffine planes of order n=@ using finite fields 
we refer to [l]. Such planes satisfy an axiom which Andre calls the Veblen 
condition. In a later paper we shall discuss the relation to our construction 
methods. 
Let n = 2Z+ 1 be an odd positive integer, n > 7. Let A = [a(& j)] be the 
matrix circ (1, E, I - 1, . . . , 2). The matrix P= [F(i, j)] of order 21 is defined 
bY 
46 j) for l<igl, l<j<l, 
;F(i,j): = n-a(i, n-j) for l<i<Z, Z+lQ<21, 
n-F(n-i,j) for l+lgi<21, l<j<21. 
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We remark that J’ is a Latin square. 
Let M = Z mod n. We now define n - 1 functions fg : M -+ M as follows : 
(i) f{(O) : = 0 for 1 <i<n- 1, 
(ii) fi(j):=P(i,j) for l<ign-1, l<j<n-1. 
LEMMA 1. The functions fi defined above have the properties (in the 
following addition is in 2 mod n) : 
1) fi: M -+M is a bijection (l~i~n-1), 
2) fi(0)=O (l<i<n- l), 
3) A(x)=-fg(--x), XEM, l<i<n-1, 
4) fib4 f f&4, XEM, l<i<j<n-1, 
5) ~l<K?z-1 bTZEM\(O) 3txhl [ft(x+y) #fi(X) +f&/)l. 
PROOF. Only 5) does not follow directly from the definitions. Since 
we have ff = - fn-g (1 <i G 21) and property 3 we may restrict ourselves 
to the proof of: 
Notice that for 1 <i ~1: 
f&+ I)= 1 f&)- 1, x E (1, 2, ‘.‘, I- l>\{Q, f&)+(1-1), x=i(#& 
and fc(l)=i# -1 (l<i<Z), fi(l)#Z-1 (i=l, 2, . . . . Z-2, I), so if 1 <;i<Z, 
x E (1, 2, ..*, Z-l} we may take y = 1 unless i = IL = I- 1 in which ease we 
take y=2 and find fl-i(Z-l)=l, ft-1(2)=Z-2 (provided Z>3), fl-i(Z+l)= 
= I+ 1. Finally, if x = 1 we take y = 21 except when i = Z- 1 in which case 
we take y=l. q 
REMARK. In case n = 5 the above construction does not work. Never- 
theless it is possible for n= 5 to construct a matrix $’ such that the 
functions ft associated with B’ have the five properties of lemma 1. 
Now we construct a nearaffine plane of order n with s = 1. 
Let V:=M2. If CC=@, 6’) E V and y= (q, 7’) E V with xf y we define 
i 
((6, db’ E Ml if E=~z,, 
x u y:= ((a, 5’)lac EM) if t’=$, 
((E+% E’+f&))l iy E M) if t#r/ and i’#r’, 
where i is uniquely determined by fi(q - 6) =q’ -5’. 
The set of lines L is defined by L: = (x u ylx, y E P, xf y}. The relation 
U satisfies : 
Ll: This is easy to verify. 
L2 : In what follow we shall use the notation x= (5, t’), y= (7, r’), and 
.z= (C, C’). 
Suppose x E x u y\(z). The cases with ~=YZ or 5’ = q’ are trivial. 
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If c#q and E’#$ then we have for a certain 01 E M\{O), (c, [‘)= 
=(t+~~,E’+fg(ol)) with fg(r-E)=r’-t’, so c--E=& and we find 
fi(a)=fi([-E)=[‘-E’ which means x u x=x u y. 
L3 : We shall show that if 5 # 7 and 6 # 7’ we cannot have x u y = y u x. If 
x u y={(E+“, t’+fi(a))lK EM) 
with A(q-E)=q’-E’ then 
since fg(q -5) =r’-5’ implies that k(t-q) =l’-7’ by property 3. 
Now x U y = y u x means that for each 01 E M there exists a /3 E M 
with E+or=q+p and E’+ft(~~)=$+f&?), so for all cx E M: 
which contradicts property 5. On the other hand it is easy to see 
that in case t=r or 5’=r/ we have x u y=y u x and that L3 is 
satisfied. r! 
In order to define parallelism we introduce the concept of direction: 
the direction d(Z) of a line 1 =x u y is defined by: 
d(Z)=w: e-t=q,, 
d(Z) = 0 : e- E’ = q’, 
d(Z)=i: + 5#7, t’#$ and fg(~-6)=r’-E’, 
and this definition is independent of the choice of x and y. This is again 
easy to see if E=q or t’=r’. If l#r, E’#$ and x u y=u u x then we 
have x u y# y u x (see the proof of L3), so by proposition 1: x= zc and 
the independence of the direction follows from the proof of L2. 
Now parallelism is defined by: 
Z//m: * d(Z) =d(m) (1, m E L), 
which is an equivalence relation. 
The proofs of Pl, P2, P3, Rl and R2 now consist of simple verification. 
In a later paper we shall extend this construction to show that nearaffine 
planes with s > 2 exist. Since Andre has proved that the Veblen condition 
implies that the order of a nearaffine plane is the order of an affine plane 
our construction implies that this condition is independent of the other 
axioms. We give one example of our construction showing that it is 
possible that J(x, y) takes on more than 2 values. For n = 7 the matrix P is : 
P= 
‘1 3 2 5 4 6 
213465 
321654 
456123 
564312 
-6 4 5 2 3 1, 
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With the aid of F we determine the lines with the base point (0,O) 
and the lines with the base point (1,l) 
base point (0,O) 
{w), w, 6~3)~ (3,2), (4,5), (5,4), 66)) 
{W), Cl,% PJ), (3,3), (4,4), (5,6), (WV} 
{(W, (1,3), PS% (3,1), (4,% (5,5L P,4)) 
(W), (1,4), C&5), (361, (4,1), (5,2), (63)) 
{(W, (1,5), W-% (3,4), (4,3), (5,1), VW} 
wa, (1,6), (2,4), (3,5), (4,2), (5,3), (6,1)) 
base point (1,l) 
(W), (1,lL PA (3>4), (4,3), (5,% (6,5)} 
ww, (w, (2,3), (3,2), (4,4), (5,5), (6,w 
{(w), w, (2,4), (3,3), (4,~)~ (5m, (fw) 
w4b w), 6~5)~ (3,6), (4,0), (58, (63)) 
@,3L U,l), G&6), (3,% (4,519 (5,4), 62)) 
{&W, (Ll), W% (3>5), (4,% (5,3), (64)) 
Here the first line with base point (0,O) is parallel to the first line with 
base point (1,l) etc. 
Using theorem 6 we see that there are 11 lines containing (0,O) and 
(1,l) instead of 7, which would be the case if 1(x, y) takes on only two 
values (cf. theorem 5). 
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